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Oh, the Thinks You Can Think
Seusspicious Behavior: March 5
The Cat in the Hat, courtesy of WTIU and PBS Kids, invites you to attend our Seusspicious
Behavior events at the Library this Saturday, March 5, between 1 and 4 pm.
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What's Your Favorite Dr. Seuss Story?

I find it hard to pick a favorite Dr. Seuss story... I enjoy both the early
reader chapter books and the longer stories that I remember my parents reading to me as a
child: Bartholomew and the Oobleck, Yertle the Turtle, and even What Was I Scared Of?
(probably because those pale green pants were a little creepy). But on a cold, cold wet day
like today, I'd have to say that my favorite Dr. Seuss story is The Cat in the Hat, Seuss's first
book for beginner readers.
What's your favorite Dr. Seuss story? Let us know. And share it with a friend to help celebrate
Read Across America Day on March 2. This is Dr. Seuss's (Theodor Geisel's) birthday, and a
day that the National Education Association honors by calling for every child to be reading in
the company of a caring adult. We'll be celebrating on Saturday, March 5th with some
Seusspicious events. Join us!
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Jimi: Sounds Like A Rainbow

Jimi: Sounds Like A Rainbow: A Story of the Young Jimi
Hendrix is written by Gary Golio, and illustrated by Javaka Steptoe, using mixed media in
colors both bright and pastel, on plywood. Hendrix was fascinated with music, sound, art, and
color at an early age. As a young boy, he even used a broom as a pretend guitar, playing and
singing to an imaginary audience in his bedroom. He listened constantly to blues, jazz,
gospel, classical, folk, and rock and roll music, but was also mesmerized by sounds he heard
in the street and in nature, and by the colors of things around him. In his mind, according to
the author, colors had sounds to them, and he wondered "Could someone paint pictures with
sound?"
Read more »
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Forge - Historical Thriller

If you thought this winter in Bloomington was a fierce one, you may feel it
was downright balmy after reading about the winter the Revolutionary War soldiers
experienced at Valley Forge in 1777-1778.

In Forge, Laurie Halse Anderson continues the compelling story she started in her awardwinning novel Chains which describes the involvement of African American slaves in the
Revolutionary War. Chains was told from the perspective of Isabel, a slave who spies for the
rebels during the start of the war. She meets Curzon, a slave whose owner required him to
enlist as a soldier and fight in the war in his place, with the promise that Curzon would
become free when the enlistment time expired.
Read more »
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Ruth and the Green Book

When I got my first car, I couldn?t wait to take a road trip of my own. I?d spent plenty of time
in the ?wayback? of the family station wagon as a kid attempting to read while my Dad
switched the radio back and forth from baseball broadcasts to classical music stations. Now
I?d be in the driver?s seat and could choose what to listen to and when and where to stop for
a rest break! The road atlas was my guide as I set off on my own from Chicago to visit my
brother in Pennsylvania.
When Ruth and her family set off in the early 1950s on a road trip from Chicago to Alabama,
they needed something in addition to a road map to guide their trip. They needed "The Green
Book." "The Green Book," author Calvin Alexander Ramsey explains in his picturebook Ruth
and the Green Bookwas developed in 1936 by a postman named Victor H. Green to help
black people who were traveling. The book listed by city all the restaurants, hotels, gas
stations and businesses that would serve African Americans during the era of ?Jim Crow?
laws when many establishments, especially in the South, refused to admit blacks.
Read more »
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Teenaged Freedom Fighter

Lafayette and the American Revolution by Russell Freedman tells the fascinating story of a
young man who helped our nation gain its independence in the Revolutionary War. Orphaned
at twelve, Gilbert de Motier, marquis de Lafayette was one of the wealthiest young aristocrats
in France. Married at sixteen, he was already a father by the age of nineteen when he left
France to aid the American revolutionaries in their struggle to win freedom from the British
king.
Read more »
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